If we consult the holy scriptures of ministries of education, the purpose of schooling is to enable the
young generation to become active, co-creative citzens of a libertarian democratic society. Today,
this also has to be a sustainable society in a peaceful, colaborative global family of nations.
As a side note: In Finland, the world’s most successful education system according to PISA, the
global assessment by OECD, where all schools excel, (a) teachers consider it to be their ethic to
uplift the young generation to be the new, achieving adult generation, (b) when students fail, the
principal asks the teacher “why can this student not learn in your class?”, and (c) students need to
pass a test to even enter teaching studies. The test asks 3 things: 1) design the best imaginable
lesson - choose any subject, topic or age group. You have one sheet of paper and five hours time,
2) the second part is a kind of hidden personality test. 3) In a personal talk, applicants are asked “are
you ready to keep upgrading your teaching skills for the next fourty years? - since we are still at the
beginning of understanding how students can learn best.” Only 10% of applicants are permitted to
enter teaching studies. This is not about “information robots”, but about those “who love students.
Not only primary school kids, but also teen students.”
Even conventional education has understood. But 200 countries are still behind. However, this is not
enough. And we need more: Conventional curricula and methods obviously do not convey the
competences qualifying the young generation to become inhabitants and co-creators (first of all, since
there is a way to go!!) of a global, peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable civilization. This is why the
United Nations have declared the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development ESD 20052014 (UNESCO). So that at last, we start teaching how societies can function, transform and avoid
global collapse by 2050. UNESCO is every teacher’s Vatican. Are your schools listening? Acting?
Does your school enable all its absolvents to transform society? To do any significantly different from
their parent generations, who are experiencing escalation of ecosystem collapse, autism, deadly
allergies, cancer, rape culture, incarceration, financial erosion, war, the list goes on. It does not.
We have a duty to attend school. But we also have a right for up to date education, enabling us to
become active citizens in a libertarian-democratic society, a sustainable society in a peaceful, global
family of nations. Until this is achieved and conveyed in formal teaching in class (which can hardly
happen, since changemaking is an informal learning process), we demand the right to learn these
things in self-organized form(in informal sustainability learning environments, ISLEs) from and with
humanity’s finest sustainability experts, changemakers and youth leaders.
The solutions exist, the role models exist, the media exist, the methods, partners, support networks
and learning culture exist. It is available for free. It can be integrated in conventional schools without
effort, stress on teaching time, training or finance. It offers countless benefits for conventional learning
culture. And it changes the world, right away. These are exciting times to be a student. And a teacher.

